
 

Class Willow Newsletter 

Spring 2nd Half Term 

 
Dear Parents, 

Welcome back! Well that was a windswept half term wasn’t it? Hopefully the weather will improve this half term as our topic is about our Wonderful World, 

and we’ll be in need of a few rays of sunshine! Keep your fingers and toes crossed. 

 

Topic 

This term’s topic is all about the environment. In Wonderful World will be looking at different environments and comparing and contrasting them. Using a 

range of maps such as Google Earth, a simple atlas and globe, we’ll be able to look at different continents and oceans in the world. 

English 

We’ll be continuing with Read, Write Inc each morning. The children will continue to work together straight after register, continuing to recognise sounds, 

and continue to work on blends and writing simple words using ‘dots and dashes’, eg a dot for a single letter that makes one sound, or a dash for two or 

more letters that make a sound, eg ‘sh, th. igh. Next, they’ll work on activities in the class or work in smaller groups of similar ability based on assessments 

made at the end of each half term. On a Friday the children will listen to a story and do an activity related to that text. It could be a story map, a creative 

activity or a piece of writing. Friday’s are always exciting! This term’s book include Here We Are, Planet Awesome and One Day On Our Blue Planet. 

  

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Maths 

We’ll be continue to add and subtract using a ten frame and part whole model, becoming confident in how to use these methods. Moving on from naming 2 

shapes we’ll be using them in simple patterns before moving on to simple number patterns. We’ll be looking at measuring height and length, and making 

multiples of one digit numbers. If any new methods confuse you, please just ask any of the staff to explain how things work, or better still, ask your child! 

They’re becoming experts at these new teaching methods! 

Science 

We’ll be looking at plants and how they grow, naming and labelling their different parts. 

Computing 

Each Wednesday Mrs Ferguson will continue to teach the children how to use their ipads and laptops. Already they’ve learned to log on and off , and this 

half term will learn to access the internet to find images and interactive games. 

French 

We’ll be learning the different names for animals this term. The children really enjoy learning French, and are fantastic at naming colours and have a 

couple of songs stuck in their heads now! C’est fantastique! 

RE 

We’ll be looking at new life and transformation tis term. We’ll be looking a little into why Easter is celebrated via the path of eggs, chicks etc rather than 

the crucifixion. 

Travels with Charlie 

Charlie has made his way around the whole class so he’ll be coming back again! The Travels book looks amazing! What a fabulously creative set of parents 

you are! Thank you for making this book into something so beautiful  

PE  

Is on Monday with CUFC and Thursdays with me. Please leave your child’s PE kit in school and we’ll send it home every half term. 

Class Willow Assembly 

Our assembly is on Friday 28th February. I hope you can make it to see how much we’ve done since our last assembly. We’ll also be looking at our fantastic 

trips to Wetheral and Carlisle Airport. Many thanks to Darren (Max’s dad) and Allister (Evelyn’s dad) who made those trips so special. 

Trips 

We’re waiting to hear back from Susan’s Farm for a date when the children can visit. Susan’s farm is tucked away in Houghton and is a fantastic place to 

visit and explore. I’ll send a letter out as soon as we have confirmation of times and dates. 

Knitted Blankets 

Thank you to all who have sent in little knitted squares for Mrs Johnston. She stiches them into blankets for homeless people in the local area to provide 

some vital warmth during this stormy winter. We’ve been asked by Paul, from Gone to The Dogs, who coordinates things, to send in any old sleeping bags 

you may have. Please don’t buy any new ones, but if you have one at the back of your wardrobe it will be gratefully received.  

 

As ever, please don’t hesitate to pop in for a chat if you need to speak to any of the staff. 

 

Many thanks for your constant support. 

Lynn Nixon, Jill Johnston, Annmarie Pattinson and Yvonne Ferguson. 


